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Abstract
Urban population is rapidly increasing at the rate of 1.83% worldwide. This is accompanied by rise in auto-mobile ownership, which conversely imposes adverse environmental, health, economic and social impact in cities. Green Mobility has emerged as the best approach for promoting sustainable and environmental-friendly transportation in modern cities. This paper relied on secondary data to critically review current transport problems, efforts toward ensuring sustainable green mobility, success of the policies and challenges facing the process in Asian cities. The study found that urban transport problems are becoming worst in the cities. However, efforts are in place to reduce car footprint and promote green mobility in the cities. The global overall average score of cities is estimated at 43.9%, while Asia-Pacific cities have 42.8% average score of green mobility performance. The challenges militating against growth of green mobility in cities include fragmented management, lack of clear vision and strategy for the system, and inadequate infrastructure among others. Integrated and coordinated approach is one of the recommendations made towards ensuring sustainable green mobility in cities.
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INTRODUCTION
Urban population is rapidly increasing at the rate of 1.84% worldwide. Currently, urban population accounts for 54% of the total global population, a rise from 34% in 1960. It keeps on growing with about 60 million people moving into cities and urban areas every year; approximately over one million every week (Lee et al 2010; WHO, 2015). Projection shows that by 2050 about 70% of world’s population will live in cities. Asia and Africa are the most urbanising regions worldwide. Today, 15 of 27 largest cities in the world are in Asia. Moreover, Asian urban population is predicted to exceed rural population by 2022 (Brinkhoff, 2012; Kapsch, 2013; Lohani, 2014). Such population explosion is accompanied by rise in auto-mobile ownership which conversely imposes adverse environmental, health and social impacts. This in turn generated tremendous concern and desire to seek for means of combating such effects in cities.

Expanding the capacity and building more roads were initially envisaged as sole means of overcoming effects of urban transportation and meeting the demand for accessibility and mobility. But this stimulated more growth in car ownership and usage; resulting to ever-increasing congestion, pollution and environmental degradation. This
prompted agitation for urban sustainability – a term referred to as sustainable cities, smart cities, zero-energy cities, low-carbon cities or eco-cities (Hawley, 2014). The concept entail that cities should be made ‘user-friendly, safe and healthy for habitation through improving mobility - sustainable transportation; a term also known as ‘Sustainable Mobility,’ ‘Green Transportation,’ or ‘Green Mobility.’ Evans (2011) defines Green Urban Mobility as a ‘means of creating flexible, responsive, safe, affordable and efficient mobility in cities with less traffic, travel and effort while ensuring environmental sustainability.’ In other words, it means giving much priority to public transport, goods vehicles, pedestrians and non-motorised vehicles which ensures that transport system is made accessible for all and sundry (Midgley, 2011).

In the last few decades, concern and interest has been geared towards promoting sustainable mobility in cities globally. Emphasis lies on provision of public transport, cycle paths, health and safety awareness campaign, development of bike-sharing schemes, and facilitating cycling and electric car sharing as alternative mode of transport for short-distance trips. The private sector focuses on sustainable schemes, such as Company Vehicles Sharing and development of innovative technologies such as ebikes (Electric Bikes) and provision of vehicles and infrastructures. Other measures are re-distributive schemes like clean docking stations; smartcard integration with public transit; fleet monitoring and integrated fare schemes such as GPS/GNSS tracking and touch screen kiosks (GSM, 2015). This paper looks at urban green mobility in Asia with specific examples drawn from East and Southeast Asian cities. It highlights current transport problems, green mobility practices, success of the policies and factors militating against growth of green mobility in the cities.

**URBAN TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS IN ASIAN CITIES**

Asian mega-cities face numerous and ever increasing urban transport problems. Such include rapid growth in number of motorised and non-motorized vehicles. For example, between the year 2000 and 2010, Singapore’s car population increased at 3.4% per year, of which 1.2% were motor cycles and scooters (LTASG, 2010). In Laos, motorcycle increased at 13% per annum before 1997 and later stabilized at 9% (Chin, 2013). In Cambodia, motorization accelerates at 7%. About 52,000 cars are added onto Bangkok streets monthly (The Nation, 2010). In Philippines, the rate of private vehicles grew rapidly from 4,558,727 in 2007 to 5,216,646 in 2009; an annual growth rate of 7% (LTOPH, 2010). In Myanmar, the number of cars grew at a steady rate of 5.2% per year between 2004 and 2008 while motorcycles increased at 0.8% per year before 2007 (Chin, 2013) In Shanghai, private car ownership increased from 12 million in 2003 to 93 million in 2012 (Ding, 2014).

Growth in population of vehicles generates various social and environmental problems in Asian cities. Such comprise increased congestion, travel time, fuel consumption, pollution, accident, road rage, inadequate parking space and loss of worker productivity (Pai, et al 2014).

Mix operation of pedestrians, motorized and non-motorized vehicles is a major characteristic of roads in Asian cities. Inevitably instigating disorder and confusion, which hinder smooth flow of traffic and limits efficiency of road network. This generates safety problem to other road users and also contribute to air and noise pollution in the cities (Chin, 2013).
Another critical transport problem is traffic congestion. Jakarta (Figure 1) ranks number one of the ten top traffic congested cities across the globe (wsj.com, 2015). Bangkok ranks eighth among the top ten worst gridlocks worldwide (Siemens, 2014). As a result countless hours and billions of dollars worth of fuel and productivity are lost to traffic jam yearly. In 2011, traffic congestion costs in Jakarta city was estimated at Rp 46 trillion (US$5 billion) per year. The costs of wasted fuel, productivity lost and traffic-induced health problems resulting from traffic congestion is estimated at Rp 28.1 trillion each year in Jakarta (Adiansyah, 2012).

Personal safety and public health are threatened by the operation of non-motorized vehicles in Asian cities. In Singapore, non-motorized vehicle users accounted for 9.3% of total people killed and 5.3% of total injuries in traffic accidents in 2009. Likewise, in Bandung, Indonesia, about 21% of bikecab users sustain injury during accidents at least once in life (Chin, 2013). In Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand, cyclists account for 6% to 7% of all road traffic deaths while 47% pedestrians experience accident. In Taipei, about 54.5% fatalities from traffic accident are generated by motorcycles (Chang, 2012; Chin, 2013).

Motorised vehicles equally account for high traffic accident in Asian cities. For instance, in 2005 Phnom Penh, Cambodia registered 105,800 car accidents and 380,000 motorcycle accidents. The figure increased to 122,800 cars and 448,000 motorcycle accidents in 2006. In Yangon, Myanmar, a total of 2,498 injuries and 208 deaths were recorded from road accidents in 2008 (Chin, 2013). In Taiwan, motorcycles constitute 80% of fatality and 90% of injury cases in traffic accident (Pai, et al 2014). China is listed among the highest contributors to world’s traffic fatalities. With only 3% of the world’s vehicles, China accounts for 24% of the world’s traffic fatalities. In 2011, road fatalities...
amounted to 62,387, of which 28% were motorcycle users. The mortality rate from traffic accident was 8.7 per 100,000 people in urban areas. Traffic accident cost Chinese economy about $21 billion per annum (Ding, 2014).

Emission from road transportation system is another matter of serious concern in the cities. Transport sector contributes high rate of carbon emissions in cities. For instance, between 1980 and 2005, Philippines and Viet Nam transport sector carbon emission accelerated from 15% to 37% and 14% to 25%, respectively. In Malaysia, the emission remained steady while in Indonesia and Thailand it respectively declined from 26% to 22% and 28% to 26% (Timilsina and Shrestha, 2009). High energy consumption is generated by rapid increase in motorised and non-motorised vehicles in Asian cities. Figure 2 below shows Riyadh as the highest and Ho Chi Minh City as the lowest in private passenger transport energy consumption.

The ‘units of energy required per unit GDP created is known as transport energy intensity’ (Chin, 2013). This unit is estimated to determine energy consumption of transport sector. In 2005, Malaysia had the highest transport energy intensity; estimated at 53 kilotons oil equivalent per billion US$. This was followed by Thailand with 38; Indonesia, 34; Viet Nam, 28 while Philippines had the least, about 22 kilotons oil equivalent per billion US$ (Timilsina and Shrestha, 2009). In 2009, Singapore had an estimate of 37 kilotons oil equivalent per billion US$ (Chin, 2013). With subsequent rise in vehicle ownership, energy consumption in these countries is assumed to have increased by now. Fuel consumption is often considered as a direct measure of carbon emission. Road vehicles consume more fuel than any other mode of transport. For instance, in Thailand, transport sector use about 25.4 billion litres of fuel yearly, of which road-based
vehicles consume over 99%. The transport sector energy demand for Thailand is projected to 64.7 megatons oil equivalent in 2050, a rise of 2.5% from 1995 (Chin, 2013). In Manila, tricycles alone use about US$5 billion of fuel every year (Maslog, 2015). Such high fuel consumption cost countless billions of dollars, generates air pollution and threatens the health and comfort of urban dwellers.

Significant reduction in urban air quality (Figure 3) is recently experienced due to increase in vehicle ownership and over dependence on motor vehicles in the cities. Three of the top five carbon dioxide emitting and 11 of the 20 most polluted cities in the world exist in Asia (ADB, 2015). About 16 of the world’s 20 cities with the worst air quality are in China. In Vientiane, Laos, rise in number of vehicles has resulted to decline in air quality. In Bangkok, diesel trucks, two-stroke motorcycles and outdated bus fleets significantly contribute to air pollution. In Cambodia, vehicle emission generates serious environmental degradation, health hazard and retard economic growth (Chhoeurn, 2007; Chin, 2013).

Figure 3: Air Pollution in Zhengzhou City, China
Source: chinadaily.com.cn Retrieved 19/05/2015

Noise pollution is also a menace in Asian cities. For instance, in Vientiane, Laos, noise level range from 79.5dB to 85.0dB. This is more than the international norm of 70dB. In Bangkok, noise level along overcrowded roads is between 70 dB to 85 dB all round the clock. In Viet Nam, noise pollution from transport is said to be a serious urban concern which needs an urgent attention (Truc, 2003; Schwela and Wele, 2009; Chin; 2013). Shortage of parking spaces is experienced in most cities. In Beijing, there are 2.7 million parking spaces against 5.3 million motor vehicles. Shanghai has 780 k parking slots serving 2.6 million vehicles. Chongqing city has shortage of 190 k parking spaces with deficit growing by 400 spaces daily. Estimate of parking fees account for over 1/3 of the annual costs of owning a car in the city. Hence, roadside parking has become a common phenomenon while others use open-air and playground as parking slots (Meilhan, 2014). Manifestation of the aforementioned phenomena and desire to curtail
their consequences led to agitation for practice of green urban mobility as discussed in the next section.

PRACTICE OF GREEN URBAN MOBILITY IN ASIAN CITIES

Non-motorized Transport
The commonest strategy used to curtail consequences of urban transport system is promoting cycling and walking. Figure 4 shows the percentage of daily trips by Non-motorized transport mode in Asian Mega-cities. Shanghai is the highest while Riyadh is the lowest city using non-motorized transport system.

Several reasons led to encouragement of cycling and walking in the cities. For instance, Sibu city in Sarawak introduced pedestrian network to link the town’s bus terminal. This is aimed at reducing traffic congestion and to encourage use of public transport and cycling. (Tseu, 2006). In Melaka city, walkways in historic neighbourhoods are preserved and restricted from automobiles (Figure 5). This protects culture and history of the city besides making it more liveable. Similarly, in Hue city, Viet Nam, historic colonial districts are preserved and revitalized to serve as walkability area and tourist site (ADB, 2015). Vientiane, Laos plan to improve walking and cycling from 200,000 trips to
300,000 trips in 2007 and 2025 respectively, with annual growth rate of 2.3% (Toda, 2008).

Figure 5: Melaka Neighbourhood Walkway
Source: Chiang, 2013

Cycling is an environmentally friendly, cost-effective, healthy and emission-free means of transport, which provides door-to-door service (Mbuya and Guni, 2011). Asian region is the fastest growing bike-sharing market in the world (Shaheen, et al 2010). The largest and most famous bike-sharing program in Asia is the Public Bicycle system in Hangzhou. The system started operating with 40,000 bicycles and 1,600 stations (Shaheen, et al 2010). Number of bicycle rent in the city doubled from 3.5 million in 2009 to 7 million in 2012. In turn, this system has reduced Carbon dioxide emission estimated at 350 Kilo tonne between 2009 and 2012 in the city (Meilhan, 2014). With 5,500 bicycles, Guangzhou bike-sharing system give people wide array of choices to move easily throughout the dense city (Mullich, 2011). Other cities with bike-sharing programmes are Beijing having 21,000 bikes, Taipei 500, Nubija 430, Tianjin and Suzhou.

Public Motorized Transport
Public transport has become popular mode of transportation in Asian cities. For instance, bus fleet in Philippines increased at 3.4% yearly from 1990 to 2007 (Sheila, 2010). Likewise in Myanmar, between 2004 and 2008, the number of buses increased at 2.3% per year to match the increase in patronage (Chin, 2013). Figure 6 shows the percentage
of daily trips made by public transport mode in Asian Mega-cities. Manila ranks highest while Riyadh is the lowest in share of public transport mode.

![Figure 6: Percentage of Daily Trips by Public Transport Mode in Asian Cities](image)
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**Bus Rapid Transit**

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is ‘high-quality bus-based transit system which delivers fast, comfortable, and cost-effective urban mobility’. Irigolen and Dalkmann (2015) observe that BRT and bus priority systems enhance traffic safety and as well improve the health of city residents by reducing air pollution and increasing rates of physical activity, which manifest in longevity and quality of life. BRT is implemented in cities to promote overall transport efficiency (Midgley, 2011). Guangzhou Bus Rapid Transit system with 805,000 daily boarding is the largest ridership of bus corridor in Asia (Figure 7). About 12,000 passengers commute per hour; almost 42% of personal trips in Delhi (India) are made by BRT (Kogdenko, 2011). In Seoul, BRT initially serviced over 2.1 billion people yearly; but daily average later rose to 9.83 million passengers. This led to improvement in air quality with about 58 μg/m³ reduction in ambient concentration of pollution particles in 2005 (Seoul metropolitan Government, 2006). The BRT in Beijing conveys about 100,000 commuters daily (Mackett, et al 2013).

In Jakarta, Indonesia ‘Trans-Jakarta Bus-way’ was initiated on 15 January 2004. As a result, 20% of bus-way users forfeited private cars. The ridership subsequently
increased to 46,000 passengers per day. Currently, Jakarta BRT ridership is 350,000 passengers daily (ITDP, 2013). In Bangkok, 50% of passenger trips are conveyed with buses, increasing to 75% during peak hours. Cities like Metro Manila (Philippines), Phnom Penh and Siem Reap (Cambodia) have scheduled buses as major means of public transport. In Yangon, the bus system makes 19,000 trips/day serving 4.4 million persons per day (Chin, 2013).

The major drawback of public transportation is inadequacy of service compared to mobility demand by public in most cities. The stops are often characterised by inefficient services, irregular arrival, long waiting time and overcrowding. In turn, this often results to theft, mugging, harassment and other forms of delinquencies (Baedeker and Huging, 2012).

Mass Rapid Transit
Urban rail, known as mass rapid transit (MRT) is an emerging public transport system in Asian cities (Ely, 2012). Shanghai has the longest metro network at 425km worldwide, serving 2.1 billion passengers in 2011. Next to it in Asia is Beijing, followed by Seoul and Tokyo. Singapore MRT system serves 2.3 million passenger trips a day since 2011 (Ely, 2012). Bangkok’s overhead Sky-train and underground subway system account for 450,000 and 210,000 daily passenger trips respectively (Siemens, 2013). Initially, the two light rail lines in Manila were conveying 500,000 passengers daily. But patronage of the light rail transit (LRT) rose by 29% within a year – 118 million to 147 million passengers in 2004 and 2005 respectively (Chin, 2013). Subsequently, it conveyed 20% yearly and settling 372 million passengers in 2010 (Chua Co, 2011). Malaysia proposes to complete over 100 kilometres of new subway lines by 2020 to link Kuala Lumpur with the suburbs. By 2016, trains are expected to operate on new 51-kilometer route connecting the northwestern and south-eastern parts of the city (Siemens, 2014).
Emission Control

Control of emission at the source from vehicle is gaining ground in Asian countries. Thailand has banned leaded gasoline. In Manila, maximum hydrocarbon emissions from vehicles operating in urban areas is set at 7,800 parts per million (EMB, 2004). Table 1 presents percentage of sulphur content in diesel fuel for some Asian countries. Singapore, with maximum of 0.005% is the most stringent against sulphur content in diesel (NEA, 2013). Next to it is Thailand as indicated on table 1 below. The major problem with emission control is inadequate implementation strategy. Although city like Singapore has installed video camera to capture smoky vehicles, most cities lack well coordinated institutions to inspect and execute vehicle users defaulting emission control regulation.

Table 1: Standard for Diesel Sulphur Content in Some Asian Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country/Area</th>
<th>Year of Implementation</th>
<th>Diesel’s Sulphur Content (wt%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manila</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viet Nam</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: http://www.unep.org/, 2011; Chin, 2013

Legislative measures such as Vehicle engine management, inspection and maintenance, roadside monitoring and regulation on noise level is promoted to reduce environmental effect of urban transport in some cities. In Bangkok, cars use catalytic converters; almost 80% of motorcycles operate on less polluting four-stroke engines while smoky vehicles are inspected daily (Chin, 2013). In Manila city, emission violators are fined and the fund is used for Air Quality Management such as research, restoration, outreach, technical assistance and for regulatory activities on air pollution control (Krupnick et al., 2003). Malaysia has introduced measures to reduce air pollution from mobile sources. Singapore conducts chassis dynamometer smoke test in vehicles to ensure free acceleration. Myanmar adopts maximum noise level of 115dB as a measure for traffic noise management (Chin, 2013). In Taipei city, air pollution is controlled from mobile source by encouraging use of low emission vehicles and enhancement of testing and elimination of high pollutant vehicles. Educating the public to periodically examine and maintain vehicles according to Bureau of Environmental Protection regulation is another strategy (Schwela and Wiele, 2009).

Alternative Clean Energy

Use of environment-friendly fuel options - alternative clean energy or bio-fuel is encouraged in some cities. In Phnom Penh, price of gas has been subsidized half that of petrol to encourage taxi operators and private car owners convert their engines and use gas. The use of gas alternative fuel for transport system is promoted in Bangkok while use of natural gas vehicles is encouraged in Ho Chi Minh and Kuala Lumpur (Chin, 2013). Manila has about 10,000 while Malaysia own 30,600 natural gas motor vehicles. Malaysia
has also introduced ENVO Diesel - containing 5% palm oil and 95% petroleum diesel, emitting less nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide and hydro-carbon (Kalam and Masjuki, 2011). Ho Chi Minh City adopts ‘environmentally sustainable measures such as conversion of street lamps to less-polluting and more energy-efficient (LED) light emitting diode’ (Chin, 2013).

Traffic Management
The major approach used for Traffic management is separating motor vehicles from non-motor vehicles by prioritising and dedicating lanes for buses and bikes. Development of bus lane in Kunming city, China attracted 50% rise in buses using the corridors and about 8,000 hourly passenger trips per lane (Mohan, 2005). Parking restriction is another traffic management strategy. This is implemented in Beijing by weekly ‘No Driving Day’ prohibiting vehicles with certain last plate number from operating, which is rotated throughout the year. Vehicle Quota System (VQS) is used to manage the growth of vehicle ownership in Singapore, Shanghai, Beijing and Guangzhou (Baedeker and Huging, 2012). In Peninsular Malaysia and Singapore, electronic ticket is used for online booking and payment of intercity public transport system (Midgley, 2011).

Congestion pricing policy is used to restrict traffic congestion in downtown areas. It involves charging vehicles for entering busier downtown areas; aimed at reducing their number by raising revenue. Three cities reckoned worldwide as where congestion pricing is most successful include Singapore, London and Stockholm. In London, the policy has reduced number of vehicles in city centre by 45%, while in Singapore it is by 33%. Beijing has also implemented congestion pricing, the first Chinese city to do so (Midgley, 2011; Maslog, 2015).

SUCCESS OF GREEN MOBILITY POLICIES IN PROMOTING ECO-FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT IN ASIAN CITIES
Green mobility policies are mechanisms used to achieve sustainable transport system in cities. The success incurred by such policies in promoting eco-friendly environment in Asian cities is here highlighted.

Provision of public transportation, subway lines, MRT and BRT lines and bicycle stands has promoted safer transport in some cities. As a result, good number of road users opted to shift from private cars to public transport mode. In Beijing, provision of 7 subway lines and 153 new BRT lines accounted for 39.7% mobility in 2012 compared to 29.8% in 2005 (Meilhan, 2014). In Seoul, BRT serve about 9.83 million passengers daily. This led to improvement in air quality with 58 μg/m3 reduction in ambient concentration of pollution particles in 2005 (Seoul Metropolitan Government 2006). New BRT system in Ahmedabad, has succeeded in reducing fatalities on corridors by 55% (Welle, 2014). Guangzhou BRT has reduced Carbon dioxide emissions by 45,000 metric tons (Colins and Shu 2012). In Hangzhou, China, increase in bicycle rent succeeded in reducing carbon dioxide emissions of 370 Kilo tonnes between 2009 and 2012 (Meilhan, 2014).

Traffic management policies are successful in some of the cities. In Singapore, road pricing scheme has raised proportion of people travelling to workplace by public transport from 46% to 67% in 1975 and 1998 respectively (Baedeker and Huging, 2012). Dedicated lanes for buses and bicycles are also improving urban mobility in some cities. In Kunming city, bus lane system has raised public transit mode share from 6% to 24%
in 1999 and 2010 respectively. Average waiting time for bus has decreased by 59%, while bus lane capacity accelerated from 2,000 commuters per hour per direction to 7,500 (Meilhan, 2014). In Taipei, the system has reduced number and severity of road accident (Schwela and Wiele, 2009). In Seoul, replacement of Cheonggyecheon highway with riverfront, walkways and public squares has drastically curtailed traffic congestion featuring eco-friendly scenery in the territory (Replogle and Kodransky, 2010).

The use of electric vehicle, incentives and tax reduction on purchase of electric vehicles is gaining ground in Asia. This resulted to 80% purchase of new electric vehicles comprising hybrid, electric, natural gas and fuel cells in some Chinese cities, 2012. The sales of electric cars rose by 32% from 12,791 in 2012 to 17,642 in 2013 (Meilhan, 2014). In Singapore, number of green vehicles increased from 140 to over 1500 in 2005 and 2007 respectively. As a result, fleet composition is curtailed which enhance fuel economy and reduce air pollutant emissions in the city (GFEI, 2010).

Implementation of vehicle quota system through new car plate license has resulted to decline in car sales. This in turn limited growth of car usage in Singapore and Shanghai (Baedeker & Huging, 2012). Similarly, Beijing and Guangzhou recorded 52% and 30% drop in car sales respectively in 2012. In consequence, Guangzhou experienced 60% increase in patronage of public transportation, while Beijing had 25% reduction of emissions from motor vehicles (Meilhan, 2014). Parking fees encourage private car users to shift to other modes of mobility which reduces vehicle ownership in cities (Baedeker and Huging, 2012). In Beijing, higher parking fees in non-residential areas have resulted to 12% decline in traffic volume and 25-35 minutes reduction in traffic jam within central areas.

Restriction on circulation of motor vehicles and motorcycles reduce traffic congestion and air pollution level in some of the cities. The nationwide restriction on motorcycle circulation in urban areas of China is yielding positive outcome. In Foshan city, the policy resulted to decline in use of motorcycle for urban transport from 38.6% to 19.7%. In Guangzhou motorcycle related accidents decreased by 20% while death reduced by 8%. Kunming city experienced 35% decline in death caused by motorcycles. In Beijing, restriction of car usage based on odd and even plate numbers reduce about 800,000 vehicles from operating daily, a fall in traffic volume by 19.5%, speed on roads has improved by 15% while PM10 emissions is curtailed by 7% (Replogle and Kodransky, 2010; Meilhan, 2014).

Fuel economy standards reduce oil consumption, air pollution and carbon in the cities. In China, between 2002 and 2006, the standard curtailed fuel consumption of new LDC fleet by 11.5%. In 2012, India recorded increase in fuel economy of 10% higher than in 2008. This led to decline of 23% in fuel consumption related problems due to advancements in engine technology and adaptation of smaller engine capacities in automotive industry (Thakkar and Buresu, 2012).

Little et al (2014) used 19 criteria to assess mobility maturity and performance in 84 cities worldwide. Result of Urban Mobility Index shows a global overall average score of 43.9%. This indicates that most cities are still lagging behind and not adequately equipped to cope with the challenges of urban mobility. Among the regions surveyed, Europe has the highest (42.6%) score of urban mobility system worldwide. Next are Latin America (43.9%) and Asia Pacific (42.8%) cities with slightly below average performance. North America - USA and Canada has (39.5%) overall performance. Africa
and Middle East are the lowest performing regions with total averages of 37.1% and 34.1% respectively. In regard to individual city performance, Hong Kong is the highest (58.2%) globally. Hanoi ranks lowest (30.9%) among the cities surveyed in Asia as indicated on figure 8 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Green Mobility Index (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>58.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuhan</td>
<td>51.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seoul</td>
<td>49.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo</td>
<td>49.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>49.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shenzhen</td>
<td>47.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>47.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangzhou</td>
<td>47.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolkata</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumbai</td>
<td>43.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manila</td>
<td>43.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>43.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianjin</td>
<td>42.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chennai</td>
<td>40.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyderabad</td>
<td>40.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho Chi Minh</td>
<td>39.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karachi</td>
<td>39.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhaka</td>
<td>39.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangalore</td>
<td>38.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osaka</td>
<td>38.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakarta</td>
<td>37.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangkok</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K/Lumpur</td>
<td>34.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delhi</td>
<td>33.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lahore</td>
<td>33.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanoi</td>
<td>30.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Green Mobility Index of Asian Mega-cities
Source: Little et al, 2014

**CHALLENGES TO GROWTH OF URBAN GREEN MOBILITY**

Lack of clear vision and strategy is a major challenge militating against growth of urban mobility in most cities. This often results to formulation of policies that are incompetent or not compatible with mobility demand of the public. Such policies are either limited in scope or lack clear guidelines for implementation or monitoring of green mobility system.

Absence of coherent and co-ordinated linkage of green mobility policy across the tiers of government and various environmental management sectors is also a hindrance to growth of green mobility system (Hammer, et al, 2011). As a result, mobility strategies
are often designed and implemented at city-level without consideration of regional mobility need. This limits optimum interaction and resource exchange at regional level, which is a serious menace to sustainable mobility.

Management of urban mobility is solely operated by city governments. There is no much regard for participation by relevant stakeholders such as environmental management ministries, citizen groups, marketers, transport cooperatives, media, educational and training institutions (Jain, 2013) in deciding transport policies, plans and practices. Hence, the system is managed based on single instead of integrated and collaborative effort seasoned with broader opinion, knowledge, and priorities that would produce efficient policies and implementation strategies. Inadequacy of non-motorized transit and public transport service is another factor retarding growth of green mobility. Most cities do not have provision for pedestrians, cycles and other non-motorised facilities. For example, nearly 90% of roads in Asian cities have no provision for sidewalk (Jain, 2013). This generates mix operation of pedestrians, motorized and non-motorized vehicles; resulting to disorder, confusion and accident on roads in the cities.

Limited knowledge on environmental and health effects of transport emission make the general public not to comply or obey some traffic legislative and management regulations. Other factors such as lack of standards and weak institutional and enforcement set up to implement policies impede effective implementation of urban mobility policies in most cities (Chin, 2013).

CONCLUSION

Green Urban Mobility promotes social, economic and environmental friendly transit in modern cities. Socially, it is a basis for realization of social right, gender dignity and equity in the cities. Economically, ‘it is a powerful tool for economic growth, poverty reduction, social inclusion and gender empowerment’ (Jain, 2013). Hence, all people: men and women, rich and poor, young and old, without any deprivation, desire adequate and equal access to mobility services. It is therefore not out of place that green mobility has recently become a global, regional, national and local interest and agenda. In order to ensure sustainable mobility system, the challenges retarding its growth must be overcome. The following are recommended as basic strategies and way forward.

Green urban mobility system need to have clear and integrated policy designed within national framework. The responsibility of each tier of government should be properly spelt out for efficient guidance. Federal government should set policies; state government should interpret while local government should implement such policies at local level.

Meaningful collaboration and partnership need to be established between public sector, private sector and communities over green mobility agenda; a concept known as ‘Public-Private-Partnership’ or ‘Co-responsibility’ approach (Mohanty, 2012). The ability and interest of relevant government or non-governmental stakeholders should be given keen consideration in planning and implementation of green mobility policies.

Government needs to provide dedicated facilities for pedestrians, cycles and other non-motorized transits in cities (Lehmann, 2010). Plans should be made to improve efficiency of public transport, create footpaths and develop urban bicycle and bus lanes in downtowns. Car-sharing and bicycle-renting businesses need to be encouraged. Government should as well initiate policies that will encourage use of energy efficient,
bio-fuels and low emission vehicles, and create public awareness on the use of green transport modes.
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